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AirLite Floatables

A great way to bring fun, safe group play to any environment for children of all
abilities. Encourages cooperative effort to maneuver, making them a great teambuilding activity.

Bean Bags

Bean bags are great for adaptive play, whether it be for target games or just for
tossing.

Cap Ball Game

The Cap Ball game is played by capturing the ball or hockey puck inside of the
“cap” and then passing it to others on the team. The caps can be used instead of a
hockey stick for some students. This game includes 24 caps (12 red and 12 yellow)
and poles. We provide you the pucks, balls, and goals, if needed.

Create a Course Set

Designed to be arranged in the most varied structures, the Ethafoam sections join
together with 6” L plastic connectors. Straight Set includes 18 sections totaling 21’.
Curved Set includes 6 sections totaling 12’. Supports up to 200 lbs. Can be split for
smaller groups.

It’s Your Move Fitness Dice

Each die has 12 sides depicting a locomotor movement to perform, such as running,
hopping, sliding, jumping, galloping, skipping, etc. Includes 6 coated-foam
locomotor dice and instructions for 5 activities. Can be split up for small groups.
Flying Discs

Several foam discs in a variety of colors for tossing or target games and one
standard Frisbee for large motor development.

Flingo

This game can include a large number of players and works on controlled
movements. Flingo hooks over your neck and pulled by the wrist strap, which
controls where the gall goes. This game can be played by one person or up to 24
people. If one person is playing, they can see how long they can keep the ball in the
air. Another way to play the game is like volleyball, with or without the net. If a
smaller group is playing, you can form a circle and pass the ball to each other. This
set includes 24 super-bounce Flingo vests twelve 1-3/4” Flingo Sponge Balls,
instruction guide, showing games.

Foxtails

The foxtail can be used to throw or catch. It can be easier for some children because
you catch and throw the foxtail by its “tail.” It is made of a cubber ball with durable
fabric as the “tail.” It helps develop the students’ catching skills. Available: 3

Hockey

We offer a variety of different materials for team hockey. Big Box Hockey
encourages many of the same stick handling skills required on a full size rink.
Around 12-18 students can play this game. We have 30 6” hockey sticks and 14 47”
hockey sticks. Also available: 6 hockey pucks. The PEAK program has 2 sets of
goals. One is about 4 feet tall and the other is about 2 feet tall.

Omnikin Balls

These balls are light-weight, durable, and come in a variety of colors. They are
excellent to use for small or larger groups. These balls are smaller than the other
inflatables, so they may make it easier for some students to throw, hold, or toss.
Available: 6
The size of the large omnikin ball is 48 inches. This ball is lightweight and can be
easily tossed in a large or small group. Available: 1

Ladder Toss

With the right flick of the wrist, you can be a Ladder Toss pro! Earn points for
wrapping the bolo balls around the colored rungs. Great active play and fun indoors
or out.

Parachute Activities

1. A Hole Lot of Fun: Roll a ball into consecutively numbered holes on the
parachute.
2. Mouse Trap: Fill all of the holes with a ball or bean bag.
3. Last Ball Wins All: Divide the students into teams and each team tries to keep
the ball out of the holes.
4. Count Down: Assign a value to each hole and try to get the galls or bean bags
to go into the highest numbered hole.
5. Eclipse: Complete on of these activities in an unusual environment, such as a
semi-dark environment with glow-in-the-dark balls.

Rubber Chicken Activity

Included “cookbook” lists many fun games involving the chicklettes. These activities
include throwing, catching, and targeting activities. Available: 24 chicklettes

Scooter Board Hockey Activity

Unlike traditional hockey, this game is played on scooters. The paddles are easy to
hold and made of foam. You will need the following to play the game: two hockey
goals, a scooter for each child, the scooter hockey paddles (24 available), and either
a foam ball or hockey puck.

Sensory Bead Balls

Set of 3 tactile vinyl bead balls with a unique feel – perfect for your activity program!
Great for games or fine-motor manipulation. Their soft, squishy texture helps them
stay put and keeps them from rolling away.

Speed Stack® Cups Set

Stackers stack 12 specially designed cups in specific patterns as quickly as possible.
Each set comes with its own quick-release stern. Pattern: Black Flame. *We only
have one set of this particular brand. If interest is high, please let us know and we
will be happy to order more sets!

Sensory Bell Balls

Fun rubber balls “ring” as they’re thrown, rolled, and passed around. Two lively
jingle bells inside make an “ear-catching” noise when the ball is in motion. The
extra auditory stimulation gets more people to participate and builds confidence.
Pin-inflatable.
SturTee

The entire class gets involved taking aim at the other team’s colors while protecting
their own. A fast-paced game of attacking and defending! The included activities are
perfect for any class size.
Target Games

Great for building hand/eye coordination, we offer a variety of targets and tossing
objects, including hand-held.

Team Bucket Stacking

This is a great team-building activity for kids of all abilities. Adds gross-motor
movements and dependence on teammates. Set of 36 8” giant buckets.
Ultimate Scooter Basketball Game

This game involves the indoor set and scooters. This game is played like traditional
basketball, but two students will have the scooters with the nets attached on it. The
students on the scooters with nets can move around the space to prevent the other
team from scoring in their goal.

Ultimate Foam Scootpaddles

First, divide the students into 2 teams. Each student will get one scootpaddle and
one scooter. Before the game, place 2 goals on opposite sides of the room. One team
will begin with the ball. This game uses a smaller ball that the student can grasp.
Some options include the no bounce ultra foam ball or the euro foam ball. The
students will work as a team to pass the ball to each other. Depending on the
abilities of the students, they can hand the ball off, throw the ball, or roll the ball to
each other. The goal of the game is for the students to use the paddles to move
around the room to get the ball into the goal. You can change up this game by
adding more balls at the same time or by having all the students be on the same
team and work to the same goal.
Other
We have many other items that can be used in a multitude of individual or team
applications for children of all abilities. If there is something specific you are looking
for that isn’t listed, just ask!

